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because that was what they dreaded most. It affected their
resurrection in some way. He revived his fantasy of an electric
gun that never required re-loading, and with it he fought his
way through hordes and hordes of turbaned rebels, mowing
them down by the Fousand, literally by the Fousand, to
rescue the foolish Turnip Head—just in time.
There the man was, hemmed in, his ammunition running
short, awaiting the fate of all those who pander to the treacher-
ous natives, yet, let this be said for him, holding out to the last,
and then he heard the bagpipes. Softly in his own peculiar
manner, Edward Albert whistled that inspiring tune, " The
Campbells are Coming."
He advanced along a nullah, because, whatever it may be,
a nullah is what you always advance along in India, shooting
right and left.
Then he discovered he was sitting quite close to the Indian
rebel, . . .
Edward Albert didn't care if he had heard. . . .
chapter 14
Do Belgians Speak French ?
ANOTHER stimulus to the patriotic consciousness of
jfj^ Edward Albert was those newly arrived Belgian
refugees from Antwerp, always sitting together in a bunch,
watchful to behave well, and talking of their affairs and hopes
with the utmost freedom, to anyone whom on the slightest
provocation they imagined might understand their French.
In a little while the Germans would be driven out of Belgium
again and they would return. Miss Pooley and the widow
lady who had first spoken to Edward Albert really did have
a working knowledge of French, and so it fell to them to
hear and hand on their account of what in those milder days
were regarded as the horrors of war.
They seemed pretty dreadful then to everyone.  Antwerp

